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Why harmonize food regulations and what is needed to make it work?

Regrettably after decades of negotiations between countries and supranational organizations, there are still too many 
differences that hamper movement of safe food across borders and hamper innovations and it does not look like the 

differences will disappear soon. Therefore, where possible, serious scientists should continue to work together to provide 
scientifically correct evidence that may be used as tools by stakeholders to try influence negotiations and to try convince local 
authorities that harmonization is in the interest of everybody. To make it work in practice requires that the scientific evidence 
is understood by those who need to know and that means most people, at all levels. Not only large companies are affected 
by unjustified differences in regulations, but also small companies and street vendors and ultimately all consumers, who in 
many countries have a democratic vote and thus are influential. In turn this makes it necessary that the science is translated 
in a language that those who need to know understand. The global harmonization initiative therefore not only tries to find 
consensus on scientific issues, but also seeks means to make the findings understood by everybody, requiring simplification, 
but without losing the true scientific facts, and translation into local languages. Then having the results published in, scientific 
journals, popular scientific magazines, newspapers and magazines aimed at the general public. Another crucial aspect is that 
those who do the negotiations understand what they are talking about, because expressions used in regulations and during 
negotiations tend to have often vastly different meanings in different countries or regions.
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